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Opinions about an article or post go here. From zelda Dungeon To Vicky This article is a stub. You can help zelda the Dungeon of Vicky by expanding it. The Sheh Rata Temple is one of the many shrine trials of breath of the wild. Location Requirements As soon as you enter, drop onto the ledge on the right to get the breasts for the opal. Go back up the ramp to the starting zone.
Turn the wheel, it will rotate the laser platform causing it to hit the switch and the water level will go up. Using Cryonis, make the way to the switch on the right wall. Place the square bomb next to the switch and then make your way back into the starting zone. Then turn the wheel again to rotate the laser platform again, and as soon as the platform starts to move, jump into the
water and dash through to the water level to drop to the open doorway opposite the entrance. Once in the room opposite the launch zone, use Magnesis to place the barrel on the floor switch. Move into the altar room, then detonate the bomb and the water will rise. Use Cryonis to create an ice pillar next to the chest in the altar room. Climb the pole and get a giant boomerang.
Go ahead and activate the altar and gather your Orb Spirit. zelda BotW, All Shrines: Shech Rata Updated May 21, 2019 By MGG Discover the location and step-by-step guide to the Sheh Rata Temple. Written by Bastien Lloyd Dubosak-Luyer. Translated from French Millenium.us.org. The speed of light puzzle in the locked sanctuary of Sheh Rata allows the link to find a giant
boomerang at the beginning of The Legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild. This Shrine Sheh Rata guide covers how to enter the Shrine of Sheh Rata, complete the Speed of Light puzzle, and shows you to walk through the shrine, as well as access to the chest that keeps the giant boomerang in the final chamber. It's not a difficult task, so follow our Sheh Rata Sanctuary guide and
you'll have a giant boomerang anytime! The Sheh Rata Temple is surrounded by a studded barrier that prevents regular access. The easiest way to get into the sanctuary is to shoot the fire arrow at the spikes. However, if you do not have fire arrows, you can access the shrine by climbing to the top of Krenel Peak west of the sanctuary. From this height you can safely slide over
the spike barrier and get to the sanctuary. Once you're inside, immediately head to the right and look down to see the breasts on the platform below. Open the chest to find the Opal gem then circle back around to the main platform where you entered. On one side there is a large wheel that can be turned to control the water level in the sanctuary. Turn the wheel and wait for the
laser to activate the water taps. With the water level raised, switch to the Cryonis tool on the Sheikah slate and switch to the right side of the room next to the spot where found the first breast. On a distant wall there is light that the laser gets to activate the flow of water in and out of the sanctuary. It's too far to swim without So use the ice pillars from the Cryonis tool to make your
way to the light. Switch to the remote bomb tool and place it behind the half-wall next to the light. Don't detonate the bomb! Make your way back to the main platform and switch back to the Cryonis tool. Create ice poles leading to the platform where the laser sits. From this platform you can swim to the opening on the far side. You don't need to cross yet as long as you know you
can make it to the far away quickly. Timing is important here because you need to turn the wheel again and then quickly use the ice pillars to make it to the far end of the sanctuary. If you take the slow pillars will break and you won't make it all the way through. When you reach the far side there is a metal barrel near the now drained pool of water. There's also a switch at the
bottom of the pool, which means you need to move the barrel at the top of the switch to activate it. With a barrel on top of the switch the door to the final camera opens. Run up the ramp and into the final chamber. To the right is another platform with breasts at the top. Switch to a remote bomb tool and detonate the bomb you placed in the light. This causes the water to fill the
shrine again, which means you can use the Cryonis tool to create an ice column and reach the chest. Open the chest to find the giant boomerang, then drop down and complete the shrine to collect your Spirit Orb. For more shrine guides be sure to check out our zelda: Breath of the Wild Hub game! The Sheh Rata Temple is located in the Area of the Lanaira Tower, just around
the corner from the wetlands. As you solve the Sheh Rata Sanctuary Turn right from where you start, jump from the side of the platform, and open the treasure chest. Go back to where you entered and turn the spiked wheel. This will move the platform with a laser, so the laser travels the sensor and lifts the water. Swim right from where you started and enter the room (now that
the water is up). Use magnesis to pick up the barrel and place it in the water, right above the underwater switch. (Press the barrel underwater until you hold it with magnesis to find the exact positioning and then just let it float to the surface when it's in place.) Use cryonis to create an ice-glass about halfway between the door of the room with the barrel and the platform with the
laser. Climb to the top of the icy glam. The target is a bow and arrow on the switch that the laser tripped. Fire. While the arrow is still in the air, jump off the ice block, and paragliding into the room with the switch. The water level will drop, the barrel will travel the switch and you will get access to the end of the sanctuary. Go meet with Sheh Rata and collect your spirit ball. Related
Breath of the Wild Guide: Where to Find and How to Beat All the Shrines of FlagView HistoryThe Rata Sanctuary is one of the shrines in the Lanairu region The Legend of zelda: Breath of the Wild. Location: Sheh Rata Rata Temple On the northwest side of the Lanairu region, west of the Lanaire Tower, the river past the Tims Bridge flows into a marshy region - located on a small
island full of blackberries. To get inside, you need to light a blackberry fire. The Sheh Rata Temple has many interesting pieces as you enter to find a laser beam firing in front of you, high above the flooded area down the stairs from your position. There's also a lever on the left you can push in any direction - this will cause the laser to rotate around the room, hitting the switch on
the left side at the end of its rotation that will cause the water to rise or fall. Note: Before you continue, make sure to drop down the platform to the right of the entrance. Down on the bottom platform before the water rises you can find the chest holding the opal. When you are ready, start pressing the lever to raise the water level. However, if you try to cross, you will find that the
monk's door is sealed with a pressure plate that is under water. With this in mind, create three ice blocks using Cryonis Rune, (making sure not to block the laser from the switch on the other side of the room). To get another chest, in the same locked room as monk, get ready before hand. Turn the lever and wait for the water level to rise, then create an ice-hot one next to the
platform with the crystal switch. Swim to the ice block, climb to the platform with a crystal switch and leave the remote bomb next to the switch. Don't blow up. Go to the lever to start laser movement in preparation for lowering the water level. As soon as it starts to move, swim the dash to the other side. Once the water has dropped, grab the metal trunk in another room and bring it
to the pressure plate to open the final chamber. Once on the other side of the gate, detonate the bomb to raise the water level while you are in the room, and create an ice platform to get to the chest carrying a giant boomerang to the right of the monk. Now you can approach the monk Sheh Ruta and get your Spirit Orb. Ball.
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